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Abstract 
Crop stress, caused by abiotic factors or biotic agents, represents a major challenge for agricultural 

production worldwide. Abiotic stresses like drought, salinity, extreme temperature and nutrient imbalances 

disrupt plant physiology, leading to reduced growth, impaired photosynthesis, oxidative damage, and yield 

losses. Biotic stresses from pathogens (bacteria, fungi, viruses), pests (insects, nematodes) and competing 

plants impose additional constraints through tissue damage, nutrient depletion and disruption of 

physiological processes. Understanding the mechanisms by which these stresses impact plants is crucial for 

developing effective mitigation strategies. This review provides a comprehensive overview of abiotic and 

biotic stress factors affecting crops, their modes of action and their detrimental effects on plant growth, 

development and productivity. It further discusses various approaches to alleviate stress, including 

breeding for stress tolerance, optimized cultural practices, application of plant growth regulators and soil 

amendments, biological control methods and integrated pest management. Employing a combination of 

these mitigation strategies, tailored to specific stress factors and crop species, is vital to enhancing crop 

resilience and achieving sustainable food production amidst growing population demands and climate 

change challenges. 
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Introduction  

Any external element that causes an abnormality in the life cycle of agricultural crops is referred 

to as crop stress. An agricultural crop that experiences stress id prone to illness, deviating from 

its typical, healthy stage of growth and development Yadav et al., 2020 [48]. One of the most 

significant issues facing agriculture today is abiotic stress. It decreases planted land and causes 

major losses in crop output globally Oshunsanya et al., 2019 [28]. The complexity of this 

situation rises with an expanding and climate change. It is predicted that by 2050, there will be a 

7-10 billion person world population, necessitating a 60-110% increase in global food 

production Tripathi et al., 2019 [44]. Migration to cities has an impact on arable lands as well. As 

cities grow, they intrude further onto nearby, frequently fertile territory, which is another reason 

that forces agriculture into places that are not as suitable for growing crops Godoy et al., 2021 
[13]. Agricultural stress is the harmful shift in a plant’s normal endogenic to exogenic activities. 

The disturbance of the plant’s regular physiological processes and activities could be caused by 

it either directly or indirectly Sharma., 2023 [40]. Abiotic and biotic stress are the two categories 

of crop stress. The two types of biotic stress are physical attacks by herbivores and infections by 

disease causing microorganisms. Abiotic stress, on the other hand, encompasses circumstances 

such as water scarcity, nutrient imbalance, salinity, nutrient toxicity, drought and water logging 

Gupta et al., 2021 [14]. Plant stress results in notable reduction in crop yields for every cropping 

season. To increase agricultural productivity, it is therefore necessary to recognize these distinct 

crop stresses and develop coping mechanisms for them Yadav et al., 2020 [48]. Moreover, 

Among other consequences of climate change are extreme weather, which include extreme  
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temperature changes, intense precipitation and drought Nehra et 

al., 2024 [27]. Production is being impacted and crop species are 

being exposed to more abiotic stress as a result. For instance, 

drought affects 45% of arable land Koyro et al., 2012 [20]. 

Additionally, salinity contributes significantly to crop 

productivity losses since most crop species are susceptible to salt 

stress (1.0-1.8 dsm-1), which can reduce yield by 10% to 50% 

depending on the salt concentration Yadav et al., 2011 [47]. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Abiotic and biotic stress in plants 

 

1. Mechanism 

Plants endure a multitude of environmental stresses as stationary 

organisms, affecting their growth, development, and 

productivity. These stresses fall into two main categories: abiotic 

stresses and biotic stresses. 

 

1.1 Abiotic Stress 

Abiotic stresses, like drought, salinity, extreme temperatures, 

and metal exposure, exert a significant impact on global crop 

production, reducing both quantity and quality. These stressors 

can lead to adverse changes in a plant's morphology, physiology, 

and biochemistry, ultimately decreasing crop yield (Kumar et 

al., 2020) [22]. 

Abiotic stresses stem from non-living factors in the 

environment, including: 

 

1.1.1 Temperature Stress 

 High Temperature (Heat Stress): Prolonged exposure to 

elevated temperatures can denature proteins, disrupt 

membranes, and deactivate enzymes, causing reduced 

photosynthesis and growth (Tiwari, et al., 2020) [43]. 

 Low Temperature (Cold Stress): Cold temperatures can 

disrupt cellular processes, cause chilling or freezing injury, 

and impede growth and development (Kumar et al., 2018) 

[21]. 

 

1.1.2 Drought Stress 

Drought stress, a consequence of anthropogenic climate change, 

hinders crop production and distribution (Seleiman et al., 2021) 

[38]. 

 

1.1.3 Soil Salinity Stress 

Excessive sodium chloride deposition in the soil leads to salinity 

stress, affecting crop plants due to osmotic and ionic stress 

(Khalid et al., 2023) [18]. 

 

1.1.4 Metal Stress 

Metal stress inhibits plant growth and causes phytotoxicity by 

promoting reactive oxygen species production, oxidative stress, 

and cellular damage (Rasheed et al., 2021) [29]. 

1.1.5 UV-B Radiation Stress 

UV-B radiation increases reactive oxygen species levels in plant 

cells, damaging DNA, chloroplast structure, and hindering 

various physiological processes (Correa et al., 2023) [9]. 

 

1.2 Biotic Stress 

In contrast to abiotic stress, biotic stress originates from 

pathogens or pests like bacteria, fungi, viruses, insects, 

arachnids, and weeds. These stressors disrupt nutrient uptake in 

host plants, leading to nutrient deprivation and ultimately plant 

death. Biotic stresses result in pre- and post-harvest losses, with 

mechanisms like genetic resistance aiding plant defense (Umar 

et al., 2021) [45]. 

 

Various forms of biotic stress in plants include 

1. Insect Pests: Aphids, whiteflies, mites, caterpillars, and 

beetles can damage plants by feeding on leaves, stems, 

roots, or fruits, causing defoliation and reduced yields (Kaur 

et al., 2022) [17]. 

2. Fungal Pathogens: Fungi like powdery mildews, rusts, and 

wilts infect plants, leading to diseases such as leaf spots, 

stem cankers, and root rots (Bardin et al., 2020) [3]. 

3. Bacterial Pathogens: Bacteria like Erwinia, Xanthomonas, 

and Pseudomonas cause diseases like leaf spots, blights, and 

wilts (Saxena et al., 2022) [37]. 

4. Viral Pathogens: Viruses like tobacco mosaic virus, 

cucumber mosaic virus, and potato virus Y induce 

symptoms such as stunting, mottling, and reduced growth 

(Reddy et al., 2016). 

5. Nematodes: Nematodes feeding on plant roots result in root 

knots, galls, lesions, hampering water and nutrient uptake 

(Sivasubramaniam et al., 2020) [42]. 

6. Weeds: Unwanted plants competing with crops for 

resources impede growth and development by growing 

faster than the desired crop (Rathore et al., 2014) [32]. 

7. Parasitic Plants: Parasitic plants like dodder and 

broomrape weaken or kill host plants by drawing nutrients 

from them (Bhatla et al., 2018) [4]. 

8. Vertebrate Pests: Animals like rabbits, deer, birds, and 

rodents feed on plants, causing damage to leaves, stems, 
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fruits, or roots (Sarwar., 2023) [36]. 

 

2. Impact of Abiotic and Biotic Stress 

2.1 Abiotic Stress 

1. Photosynthesis Inhibition: Abiotic stresses disrupt 

photosynthesis, reducing a plant's ability to convert light 

energy into chemical energy, limiting access to essential 

carbohydrates and energy (Muhammad et al., 2021) [26]. 

2. Impaired Water Relations: Drought, salinity, and extreme 

temperatures create water imbalances in plants, resulting in 

reduced water uptake, transpiration, and cell turgor 

pressure, leading to wilting and stunted growth (Farooq et 

al., 2009) [12]. 

3. Oxidative Stress: Abiotic stresses generate reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) within plant cells, causing damage to 

proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, disrupting cellular 

functions and compromising plant growth (Sachdev et al., 

2021) [33]. 

4. Nutrient Imbalances: Abiotic stresses interfere with 

nutrient uptake and utilization, resulting in deficiencies or 

toxicities that impair metabolic processes and growth 

(Farhan et al., 2024) [11]. 

5. Altered Gene Expression: Abiotic stresses trigger changes 

in gene expression, leading to the production of stress-

responsive proteins that can help plants cope but may divert 

resources from growth and development (Mantri et al., 

2012) [24]. 

6. Reduced Reproductive Success: Abiotic stresses 

negatively impact flowering, pollination, seed or fruit 

development, resulting in reduced productivity in crops 

(Alqudah et al., 2011) [2]. 

 

2.2 Biotic Stress 
1. Tissue Damage: Biotic stresses damage plant tissues 

through feeding or infection, reducing photosynthetic area, 

nutrient transport, and growth processes (Mostafa et al., 

2022) [25]. 

2. Nutrient Depletion: Pathogens and herbivorous insects 

deplete plants of essential nutrients, affecting plant growth 

and reproduction (Bittebiere et al., 2020) [5]. 

3. Physiological Disruption: Biotic stresses interfere with 

physiological processes like photosynthesis and hormone 

signaling, leading to stunted growth, reduced yield, and 

plant death (Vandana et al., 2020) [46]. 

4. Yield Losses: Biotic stresses damage or destroy 

reproductive structures, reducing crop yield directly, or 

hampering the allocation of resources for reproductive 

growth (Al-Khayri et al., 2023) [1]. 

5. Quality Deterioration: Biotic stresses compromise the 

quality of plant products, introducing discoloration, 

deformities, or contamination (Rathore et al., 2024) [31]. 

6. Secondary Infections: Biotic stress-induced damage 

provides entry points for other pathogens or pests, leading 

to secondary infections and increasing overall stress on 

plants (Al-Khayri et al., 2023) [1]. 

 

3. Mitigation Strategies 

3.1 Mitigation strategies for abiotic stress 

1. Breeding for stress tolerance: Developing crop varieties 

resistant to specific abiotic stresses through selective 

breeding or genetic engineering enhances stress resilience 

(Cabusora., 2024) [6]. 

2. Cultural Practices: Practices like mulching, proper 

drainage, and optimized irrigation help mitigate abiotic 

stress impacts (Rathod et al., 2023) [30]. 

3. Exogenous Application of Plant Growth Regulators: 
Applying growth regulators aids plants in coping with 

abiotic stress by modulating physiological processes (Khan 

et al., 2024) [19]. 

4. Soil Amendments: Adding organic matter or soil 

amendments improves soil quality, enhancing plant 

resilience to abiotic stressors (Chi et al., 2024) [7]. 

5. Antioxidant Treatments: Applying antioxidants mitigates 

oxidative stress in plants caused by abiotic factors 

(Hasanuzzaman et al., 2012) [15]. 

 

3.2 Mitigation strategies for biotic stress 

1. Resistance Breeding: Developing genetically resistant crop 

varieties mitigates specific pathogen, pest, or herbivore-

related stresses (Mangena et al., 2023) [23]. 

2. Integrated Pest Management (IPM): IPM combines 

various tactics to manage pests effectively, reducing 

environmental impacts (Singh et al., 2023) [41]. 

3. Crop Rotation and Intercropping: Rotating crops and 

intercropping minimize pest and disease build-up by 

disrupting cycles (Choudhary et al., 2023) [8]. 

4. Biological Control: Introducing natural enemies helps 

control pest populations, reducing reliance on chemical 

pesticides (Costa et al., 2023) [10]. 

5. Plant-Derived Compounds: Utilizing plant secondary 

metabolites with insecticidal properties aids in pest 

management as biopesticides (Ivănescu et al., 2021) [16]. 

6. Quarantine and Sanitation Measures: Strict quarantine 

and sanitation prevent pathogen and pest spread in 

agricultural settings (Sahu et al., 2023) [35]. 

 

Conclusion 
Plants face significant challenges from both abiotic 

(environmental) stresses like drought, salinity, extreme 

temperatures, and nutrient imbalances, as well as biotic stresses 

from pathogens (bacteria, fungi, viruses), pests (insects, 

nematodes), and competing plants. These stresses can severely 

impact plant growth, development, and productivity through 

mechanisms such as photosynthesis inhibition, water 

imbalances, oxidative damage, tissue injury, nutrient depletion, 

and disruption of physiological processes. Ultimately, abiotic 

and biotic stresses lead to significant yield losses and quality 

deterioration in agricultural crop. To mitigate the detrimental 

effects of abiotic stress, strategies include breeding for stress 

tolerance, optimizing cultural practices (irrigation, fertilization, 

mulching), applying plant growth regulators and soil 

amendments, and utilizing antioxidant treatments. For biotic 

stress mitigation, key approaches involve resistance breeding, 

integrated pest management (IPM) combining biological, 

cultural, and chemical controls, crop rotation and intercropping, 

quarantine measures, and the use of plant-derived compounds 

with pesticidal properties. 
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